This article addresses several issues that emerge in the development of a new employee orientation (NEO) program for GXP compliance. There are two major sets of organizational expectations for the workplace performance of a new employee: compliance and productivity expectations. These expectations are operative from the new hire’s first moment on the job; therefore, NEO is a timely setting for presenting these expectations. This article reviews the employment lifecycle, the comprehensive process every employee goes through from recruitment to separation, and situates NEO in that lifecycle. Next, various features of a typical NEO program are treated. A scenario based discussion of regulatory overlap is presented, as well as appropriate employee responses. This is followed by an episodic approach to the history of the US Food and Drug Administration. These episodes are employed as illustrations of the process of continuous improvement (i.e., identification of problems [deviations], investigation and root cause analysis, and remediations). Finally, several aspects of the organization of the NEO program are presented, including the necessity to coordinate the program across several departments.

INTRODUCTION

A new employee orientation (NEO) program can contribute to both GXP compliance and organizational productivity. New employee orientation can contribute to GXP compliance by indicating to the new hire or transfer that the organization (and the regulatory agency) has a series of expectations for employee performance in the workplace. These expectations are covered by the GXP regulations, corporate policies, and local procedures; are written and readily available to employees; and are mandatory. The new hire or transferred employee may not have experienced such regulation in his or her previous position.

The NEO program can contribute to organizational productivity by presenting new hires with the organization’s process for assessing workplace performance (i.e., employee productivity). The organization’s expectations are summarized in the specifics and criteria of the periodic performance review process. Again, new hires or transfers may not have experience with such process and can adjust their performance to meet the expectations.

On the one hand, both sets of expectations for workplace performance, compliance and productivity, are operative from the new hire’s first moment on the job. Thus the NEO program is a timely setting for presenting these expectations. On the other hand, both sets of expectations are far too extensive to present in detail in the time available for new employee orientation. The question becomes: How to decide what to cover in the NEO program?

As a preliminary point, the term “new employee” should briefly be analyzed. The term is ambiguous. As Rollag points out, “everyone might agree that an arriving recruit is a ‘new employee’ on the first day, [but] when do members stop being considered as ‘new employees?’”(1). Likewise, the “new employee” is frequently mentioned in discussions of “onboarding,” even though “The most successful onboarding programs […] last one to two years”(2). This ambiguity may impact on the scheduling of new employee orientation programs (e.g., those that are scheduled on a biweekly
or even monthly basis). Thus the new employee can be on the job for days or weeks before participating in the NEO program. It will become clear that such scheduling practices can present serious GXP compliance issues or prevent the new hire from being assigned to a limited access area.

Thisarticle addresses five considerations that emerge in the development of a NEO program for GXP compliance. First, the article considers NEO programs in terms of what is called the employment lifecycle. Second, key elements of a typical NEO program, which are often overlooked, are described. The third section of this article presents a scenario-based discussion of regulatory overlap and appropriate employee response. Fourth, approaches to presenting the history of the US Food and Drug Administration will be reviewed. Fifth and finally, several aspects of the organization of the NEO program will be touched on, including the need to coordinate the program across several departments.

NEW EMPLOYEE ORIENTATION AND THE EMPLOYMENT LIFECYCLE

New employee orientation is a crucial element in the employment lifecycle. This section presents an overview of the employment lifecycle and its components, including new employee orientation, and two of the perspectives from which that cycle can be viewed: the organizational viewpoint and the viewpoint of the individual employee. Next, the contribution that participating in the NEO program can make for organizational and employee goals is considered. Finally, this section discusses the relationship between the overall process of employee socialization and the NEO program. The employment lifecycle can be defined in terms of the following twelve elements:

- Advertising the position
- Recruiting
- Selection
- Hiring
- New employee orientation
- Probation
- Training and development
- Performance review
- Promotion
- Coaching and disciplining
- Separation
- Benefit entitlements.

This paper focuses on the importance of the NEO and its impact on subsequent elements.

Perspectives On The Employment Lifecycle

This lifecycle can be viewed from either the individual employee’s perspective or the organization’s perspective. On the one hand, there are differences between these two perspectives. For example, advertising a position will look differently from the organizational viewpoint versus the employee viewpoint. From the organization’s viewpoint, the job posting will have content that is determined by a review of unit needs and resources; for instance, the position may require a bachelor’s degree in chemistry and 5-7 years experience in FDA-regulated industry. From the individual employee’s viewpoint, internal candidates may view the posting earlier than external candidates, may see the name and position of the hiring manager, etc. For another example of differences, from the individual employee’s viewpoint, separation will mean different things in terms of benefits if the employee transfers, retires, or is terminated for cause. From the organization’s viewpoint, the same separation will implicate issues of business continuity and succession planning, whether it is due to transfer, retirement, or termination.

On the other hand, there are similarities between the individual employee’s and the organization’s perspectives. In particular, reaching the first performance review is obviously important for the employee, especially if that review is positive. Similarly, it is important for the organization, because it validates the resources expended in advertising the position, recruiting, and interviewing those persons in the applicant pool, and then selecting and hiring the particular employee whose initial performance review will prove to be positive.

Objective Of The NEO Program

Regardless of the differences of perspective, it is important for both the organization and the individual employee that their views come to be aligned, to whatever extent possible. A well-focused NEO program can contribute to that goal. A NEO program seeks to engage
new hires or transferred employees more rapidly with the organization. It seeks to ensure that their behavior aligns more rapidly with the organization’s culture and expectations for the workplace. Such a program intends to lengthen employees’ tenure at the organization, as well as their motivation to perform successfully in the new position.

The NEO program is thus a specific, programmatic component in the overall process of socializing the employee to fit into the organization. It is limited in time, occurring within the first few days of hiring or transfer, in contrast to onboarding, which occurs over months or even years, or the process of employee socialization that takes place throughout the entire employment lifecycle. New employee orientation is a program, with a more or less well defined set of participants and agenda, in contrast to the disparate set of formal and informal activities and interactions that comprise onboarding or employee socialization in general (3).

A TYPICAL NEO PROGRAM

A typical NEO program includes the following elements:

• A welcome and mission statement from an officer of the organization
• Presentation(s) on expectations for the workplace
• A presentation on organizational structure, history, and culture
• A series of transactions facilitated by a representative of the human resources (HR) department, based on resources (whether available online or in a binder) containing information about employee benefits, beneficiaries, HR policies, confidentiality agreement, and standards of business conduct (4).

Moreover, in regulated industry, the NEO program can include regulatory elements (e.g., safety and GXP topics). The NEO program is an appropriate occasion to present material that immediately impacts most or all employees. Thus an official greeting, as well as the organization’s mission statement, structure, history, culture, and resources on employee benefits, are relevant to all employees. For example, the mission statement could include the following:

An organization in FDA-regulated industry is responsible for products that can directly affect customers’ health and quality of life. Product failure could result in sickness or death. Working for an organization where products help preserve and sustain life comes with the responsibility to know one’s job and perform one’s job correctly at all times.

An official greeting can contribute substantially to a new hire’s integration into the workplace as well as to an organization’s success. As an illustration, Don Mayne, the CEO of Dorothy Lane Markets in Dayton, OH, has personally greeted every new employee for the 20 years he has been CEO. He wants all the company’s new hires to understand the company’s culture, customers, and competitors. And Dorothy Lane Markets has margins twice as high as the industry average (5).

Content that does not immediately impact the new hire, or only impacts new hires in several departments or units, is better deferred until departmental or unit training activities. More generally, material that is task specific tends to be appropriate for technical training at the departmental or unit level, while content that is domain (or context) specific tends to be appropriate for the NEO program and other, subsequent regulatory training (6). Thus the good manufacturing practice (GMP) regulations stipulate that “training shall be in the particular operations that the employee performs,” which is to say technical training that tends to be more task specific. The regulations go on to say that training shall also be “in current good manufacturing practice [CGMP] regulations in this chapter and written procedures required by these regulations),” which is to say regulatory training that tends to be more domain specific (7).

The following are several examples of domain specific content. The first illustrations involve Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulations. In any industry, a presentation of workplace expectations will include a review of environmental, health, and safety (EHS) issues that directly impact employees. This review will ensure, for example, that all employees can respond appropriately to various industrial safety warnings and alarms that may be encountered from their first moment on the site (8). By way of illustration, OSHA regulations stipulate, “Employers shall provide employees with effective information and training on hazardous chemicals in their work area at the time of their initial
assignment” (9). Because of the immediate need new employees have for this information, the NEO program is a good occasion to present this information (10).

As another example, employees must have immediate and continuing access to material safety data sheets (MSDS). The significance of the MSDS for employee safety can be covered in the NEO program; the process of accessing this information can be addressed as well. If the organization uses an electronic document management system (EDMS) to capture the MSDS, this portion of the NEO program can be conducted in a networked computer classroom, where the new employees can be stepped through the process of logging on to the organization’s intranet, accessing the EDMS, and retrieving a MSDS. The presentation of employee safety issues in a NEO program is typically facilitated by a representative of the EHS unit.

In FDA-regulated industry, another presentation of workplace expectations will include a review of relevant GXP regulations to ensure that the employee will be compliant in each assigned task according to regulations, corporate policies, and local procedures. Again, these compliance issues may arise from the first moment the employee is on the site. This GXP review will ensure, for instance, that the new employee is “instructed to report to supervisory personnel any health conditions that may have an adverse effect on drug products” (11). An important topic that should be covered in the GXP review is the FDA requirement that employees have immediate and continuing access to relevant standard operating procedures (SOPs). Good laboratory practice (GLP) regulations, for instance, stipulate, “each laboratory area shall have immediately available laboratory manuals and standard operating procedures relative to the laboratory procedures being performed” (12). Because new employees may have an immediate need to access procedures, the NEO program is a timely occasion to address this issue.

For example, a newly hired animal care technician must have immediate access to the lab’s procedures for the identification of test animals. The process of accessing this information can be addressed in the NEO program (13). If the lab makes the SOPs available in an EDMS, this part of the GLP review can be conducted in a networked computer classroom, where the technician can go through the process of logging on to the organization’s intranet, accessing the EDMS, and retrieving the relevant SOP. This material is typically facilitated by PharmOps staff.

In addition to the OSHA and FDA regulatory areas, other corporate policies addressing workplace expectations (e.g., security, intellectual property rights, corporate intranet access) must be presented.

**REGULATORY OVERLAP AND ITS IMPLICATIONS**

Another important topic that should be covered in the NEO program is the complexity of regulatory regimes and regulations that impact the organization, as well as the individual employees. These regimes include such agencies as the FDA, Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), Department of Transportation (DOT), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), OSHA, and others, each with its own set of regulations. As already noted, the new hire or transferred employee may have an employment background that was not subject to regulation by some of these agencies, or to such complexity of regulation.

On the one hand, the sheer number of these disparate regulations means that they cannot be considered in any detail in the NEO program. They will need to be addressed, on a timely but “as needed” basis, during training subsequent to new employee orientation. On the other hand, the various regimes can present the problem of regulatory overlap, where different agencies have differing regulations covering the same situation. This complexity can be raised during new employee orientation, and several ways the affected employee can appropriately respond can be highlighted.

**An Illustrative Example Of Regulatory Overlap**

The following is an example scenario and guided discussion that can be incorporated into a NEO session. It has three parts. The first is the presentation of the scenario and an invitation to the new hires to share their responses. The second part is a facilitated discussion of the way SOPs provide guidance for most situations the new hires will confront in the workplace. The third part presents the principles that control the situation when procedures don’t suffice. This allows
the new employee orientation program to comfortably introduce new hires to issues of regulatory complexity, appropriate and inappropriate ways to respond to that complexity, the role of SOPs in regulated industry, and the necessity of problem escalation and change control when the current procedures are clearly inadequate.

The scenario is as follows:

Newly hired employees, Francine and Frank, have been duly screened and certified for work with a controlled substance. During their first hour on the job, while processing the controlled substance, the fire alarm sounds in their area.

Ask the participants in the NEO session: How should Francine and Frank respond? Points to discuss include the following:

• On the one hand, the chain of custody required by the Drug Enforcement Agency stipulates that “manufacturing activities with controlled substances shall be conducted in an area or areas of clearly defined limited access which is under surveillance by an employee or employees designated in writing as responsible for the area” (14).
• On the other hand, evacuation requirements of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration call for “procedures for emergency evacuation, including type of evacuation and exit route assignments” (15).

Do Francine and Frank remain in the limited access area and maintain the chain of custody for the controlled substance, complying with DEA regulations. Or do they immediately evacuate the area with all due speed, complying with OSHA regulations?

When this scenario is presented to line personnel in a new employee orientation session, the responses vary widely. Many participants simply say, “Francine and Frank should get out quickly.” Some say, “They should use their good sense.” Others say, “They should ask Joe,” or “Follow Joe.” Joe being a fellow worker in the controlled substances area, a twenty-year veteran employee, or other employee.

Some participants point out that in the case of a fire, or even a fire alarm, a notice of event (NoE) will be required, so evacuating (i.e., breaking the chain of custody for the controlled substance) will be covered by the NoE anyhow.

A few suggest that the relevant SOPs should be consulted, presumably in advance of the fire alarm.

It is important in the new employee orientation session for the facilitator to point out that no known organization in regulated industry has a procedure that states, “Use your good sense” or “Ask Joe.” It is also important to explore further the point about a NoE. What does a “notice of event” mean? Because some of the new hires in the orientation session may not have employment experience in regulated industry, they may not know that this means that a deviation has occurred, a deviation that may involve non-compliance with an SOP. This will help focus the discussion of the scenario on the topic of relevant SOPs. Clearly the facilitator of this portion of the new employee orientation session will have already reviewed the local procedures that address the issues brought out in the scenario.

When the discussion focuses on the role of written procedures, the point can be reinforced that the FDA requires employees have direct and continuing access to relevant SOPs. SOPs that cover such situations typically indicate that line personnel such as Francine and Frank should comply with the emergency evacuation plan for the area. But the procedures go on to say that their supervisor is responsible for maintaining the chain of custody for the controlled substance. This seems to accord with the stipulation in §1301.73(b) that an employee, “specifically authorized in writing, shall be responsible for the area.

Of course this does not resolve the question initially posed: How should Francine and Frank respond to the scenario? It simply shifts the question from all employees certified for work with controlled substances to their supervisors. The employees, including Francine and Frank can evacuate, but what about the supervisors? Do they remain and maintain the chain of custody for the controlled substance, complying with DEA regulations, or do they too evacuate the area, complying with OSHA regulations?

If the relevant SOPs do not provide guidance for the fate of the supervisors, this helps to further focus the discussion on the topics of problem escalation and change.
control in regulated industry. Once it is evident that there is no SOP that covers the supervisors in the scenario, and once the inadequate answers “Ask Joe,” “Use good sense,” have been dispensed with, the participants can be introduced to the principles that control the situation. Two important principles, management notification and change control, can be discussed.

Most organizations have the following workplace expectation: Employees shall escalate any problem that they don’t know how to deal with, to their supervisor.

This escalation process can be proceduralized; call the SOP “Alert Management, Notification, and Escalation.” This procedure can be referred to and summarized at this point in the NEO session.

Moreover, organizations have another workplace expectation: Employees shall deal with unexpected situations in an orderly fashion, i.e. situations for which currently implemented SOPs do not provide guidance, or SOPs that are clearly inappropriate.

This expectation that change will be controlled is captured in the organization’s change control procedure. This procedure also can be referenced and summarized at this point.

Overall, discussion of this scenario in the NEO session should give new hires the following takeaway:

The web of regulations is complex, but distinct processes and procedures are operative even in the most complex situation.

At this point, having presented the scenario and discussed topics of the complexity of regulations, appropriate and inappropriate responses to that complexity, the role of procedures, and the necessity of problem escalation and change control when the current procedures are clearly inappropriate, the agenda can move to broader areas of organizational history and culture.

**PRESENTING THE HISTORY OF THE FDA**

In regulated industry, the history of FDA is usually presented in a NEO program as part of organizational culture and history. The historical account might be summarized in four or five critical episodes, including the origin of federal regulations, the development of drug safety regulations, and other episodes (see the Table). Several threads can be drawn from these illustrative episodes, and presented in the NEO program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Critical Episodes in the History of FDA</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upton Sinclair’s <em>The Jungle</em></td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elixir Sulfanilamide</td>
<td>1937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thalidomide</td>
<td>1960s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tylenol tampering</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salmonella contamination</td>
<td>2000s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reaction To Public Concern**

The first focus on FDA’s history presents public concern and official responses to crises—legislative responses such as the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act of 1938, as well as regulative responses such as 21 CFR 58 and §211. This discussion provides an opportunity to summarize the history of FDA for new employees.

**Upton Sinclair’s Novel.** As an important episode in the origin of federal regulation, take Upton Sinclair’s *The Jungle*. It was based on Sinclair’s own investigative journalism in late 1904 in the Chicago stockyards and meatpacking industry. This book was serialized in the journal *Appeal to Reason* in early 1905, and was published by Doubleday in early 1906. It graphically recounted the plight of workers and the adulteration of food that characterized the meatpacking industry. This book dramatically disclosed the problems in the industry, and its publication and popularity contributed to the signing of the Pure Food and Drugs Act in June 1906 (16).

The book is an iconic factor in the emergence of the 1906 legislation. It should be stressed that there had been widespread concern about adulterated food and drugs in the United States even before 1904. President Theodore Roosevelt had called for legislation to regulate “misbranded and adulterated foods, drinks, and drugs” in his State of the Union statement in late 1905. Many factors combined to lead to the passage and signing of the legislation, including Sinclair’s book (17).
Elixir Sulfanilamide. This was also the case with the Elixir Sulfanilamide disaster of 1937, which was a critical episode in the emergence of drug safety regulations. When the sulfa drugs first came to market, they were distributed in tablet form. Soon, the S.E. Massengill Company developed a liquid preparation. This was the Elixir Sulfanilamide, with diethylene glycol (DEG), water, and sulfanilamide as the main ingredients. The solvent, DEG, was not listed as an ingredient, nor were existing animal studies of the solvent consulted. The Elixir was distributed across the United States in late 1937, and resulted in over 100 deaths due to diethylene glycol poisoning (18).

This tragedy contributed to the introduction of a bill that eventuated in the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, signed into law in June 1938. Among other provisions, it required that a new drug application (NDA) provide evidence of drug safety. As FDA Commissioner Walter G. Campbell had argued in October 1937, “In the interest of safety, society has required that physicians be licensed to practice the healing art. Pharmacists are licensed to compound drugs. […] Certainly a requirement that potent proprietary medicines be manufactured under license can be justified on the ground of public safety” (19). Once again, many factors, including the tragedy itself, combined to lead to the passage and signing of the legislation (20).

Thalidomide. Another episode involves Thalidomide, which was manufactured and marketed in Europe by Chemie Grünenthal of (West) Germany as a tranquilizer in the late 1950s, and was used to relieve morning sickness. Soon thalidomide was associated with peripheral neuritis. A letter from Dr. Leslie Florence to the British Medical Journal suggests that, “these symptoms could possibly be a toxic effect of thalidomide” (21). Next, a letter from Dr. W.G. McBride was published in The Lancet suggesting that thalidomide, when used for morning sickness by pregnant women, was accompanied by a pattern of severe birth defects (22). Finally, thalidomide was withdrawn from the West German market because of safety concerns. Thalidomide was not commercially distributed in the United States during this episode, although it was distributed for clinical trials (23).

As a consequence of the Thalidomide tragedy, the Kefauver-Harris drug amendments to the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act were signed by President John F. Kennedy on October 10, 1962. These regulations mandated an investigational new drug application (IND) for the trials. Moreover, the regulations include informed consent of subjects of clinical trials, qualified investigators to conduct the trials, Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval of changes to a study protocol, and reporting of adverse events (AEs) (24).

Further episodes might include Tylenol tampering (1980s), and, if it there is a desire to highlight current events, Salmonella contamination (1990s; 2000s).

Continuous Improvement

A second focus on the history of FDA treats each of the historical episodes as the occasion for continuous improvement (i.e., problem identification, investigation, root cause analysis, and remediation through corrective action and preventive action). This focus can familiarize the new employees with regulated industry’s approach to continuous improvement and risk management. The episodes illustrate this continuous improvement through the logic of investigation and remediation.

The Jungle. The Jungle can represent the issue of problem identification and triage. What is the evidence for a problem, and how important is it? What is the risk, what is the severity associated with the problem? When Sinclair’s book was published, there was substantial dispute in the press about the accuracy of his account (25). President Roosevelt sent Charles P. Neill and James Bronson Reynolds to Chicago to ascertain and report the truth of the book’s claims. Roosevelt delayed releasing their report, which basically substantiated Sinclair’s claims. As Sinclair expressed it about the meatpacking industry, “The packers worked on the President’s sympathy […] in order to keep the true conditions from the public.” Sinclair went on to insist that the Neill-Reynolds report be made public (26). The report was finally made public and contributed to the signing of the Pure Food and Drugs Act in June 1906 (27).

Elixir Sulfanilamide. The Elixir Sulfanilamide poisoning episode can represent the issue of investigation and root cause analysis. What factors might have contributed to a problem, and which is most likely the fun-
damental, or root cause? A few days after October 11, 1937, when the first cases of poisoning were reported from Tulsa, OK, the American Medical Association (AMA) had begun to investigate and suggested that it was the solvent, diethylene glycol, that was the cause (28). S.E. Massengill, the company that had manufactured and distributed the Elixir, continued to argue that the solvent was not the cause, that the poisoning was the result of interaction of the Elixir with other drugs (29). By carefully identifying the potential factors (e.g., the active ingredient, the solvent, the other excipients, and other factors ["other drugs"], then weighing their actual effects, the chemists were able to identify the root cause, the toxicity of ethylene glycol. As a byproduct of the root cause analysis, Samuel Massengill himself was charged with mislabeling and misbranding the elixir and fined $26,000 (30).

**Thalidomide.** The thalidomide tragedy can be considered an example of corrective action. In West Germany, a pediatrician named Widukind Lenz began to suspect that thalidomide was associated with a dramatic increase in birth defects. Lenz presented his findings at a medical conference in 1961. This account was picked up by a widely read newspaper, *Welt am Sonntag* (November 26, 1961) that called for the withdrawal of the drug. Under pressure from West German government officials, while still contesting the findings, Chemie Grünenthal withdrew thalidomide from the German market a few days later. Further evidence accumulated and the public outcry increased. This lead to criminal indictments filed in 1967 against Chemie Grünenthal officials. The trial lasted three years. It finally ended when the company agreed to establish a substantial fund to provide for the victims of thalidomide, and the defendants were released from further liability (31). This is an example of a corrective action, where steps are taken (i.e., establishing the fund for the victims) to in part remedy the problem (i.e., the administration of a dangerous drug during pregnancy).

The heroic role of an FDA medical officer, Frances Kelsey, to prevent Thalidomide marketing in the United States represents a somewhat more oblique instance of corrective action. When Wm. Merrill Co. submitted a NDA for thalidomide to FDA on September 12, 1960, the documentation included evidence of drug safety based on the distribution of the drug in Europe. Frances Kelsey and her colleagues at FDA noted omissions in the application. Merrill responded to requests for further evidence. As Kelsey continued to delay approving the application, awaiting further safety evidence, Merrill became increasingly impatient. Finally, Dr. Kelsey corrected the misperception of responsibilities that had crept into the situation. “In the consideration of an application for a new drug, the burden of proof that the drug causes side effects does not lie with the FDA. The burden of proof that the drug is safe—which must include adequate studies of all manifestations of toxicity which medical or clinical experience suggest—lies with the applicant” (32). While this corrective action does not focus on the victims of the unsafe drug, it does focus on the responsibility for evidence regarding drug safety.

**Tylenol.** The Tylenol tampering case can be considered an example of preventive action. What steps can be taken to prevent the recurrence of a problem? In 1982, Tylenol was the nation’s leading non-prescription painkiller. In late 1982, a number of persons in the Chicago suburbs died from cyanide poisoning after swallowing Extra-Strength Tylenol in capsule form (33). It was quickly determined that the capsules had been opened somewhere along the distribution chain, possibly in the retail outlet, and the cyanide was added. The capsules were then reassembled and sold by the unsuspecting retailer to the unsuspecting consumer. Within a month, the pharmaceutical industry had asked FDA to develop regulations for tamper evident packages (34). FDA prepared new regulations requiring tamper evident packaging that went into effect in early 1983 (35). While the preventive action seems to have been reasonably effective, there has never been a criminal conviction in the case (36).

**Salmonella.** Finally, the current episodes of Salmonella contamination could represent the need for robust maintenance and diligent implementation of the system of investigation and remediation. The contamination of peanuts has taken eight lives and sickened some 19,000 people in more than 40 states (37).

**ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES**
The breadth of topics that must be covered in a NEO program means that there must be close coordination...
and buy-in of each department that is involved. This usually includes HR, EHS, and the GMP training unit, as well as other units. A representative of each of these units should be a member of a coordinating committee for the whole program. This committee should work closely with the business owner of the NEO program, whether that business owner is located in HR or some other department. In addition, if senior management is to be involved in welcoming new hires, that activity must also be closely coordinated. It may also require coaching the officer in this role as some are good at it and others are not.

The high visibility of the NEO program means that all facilitators must be fully engaged in their assignments. None of the facilitators can behave as though they feel that their time would be better spent elsewhere. None of the facilitators can behave as though they feel that they will never see the new hires again, once the sessions are completed, no matter how large the organization. Each facilitator must recognize the value of the program and be willing to help welcome the new hires to the organization. These points about facilitator performance are important because they may be overlooked due to the cross-functional nature of the program. The coordinating committee should be responsible for reviewing not just program content but facilitator performance as well, to ensure these contents and performances are aligned with organizational goals.

Because of the breadth of topics addressed in a NEO program, the multiplicity of departments involved, and the crucial need to convey the information in a timely fashion, the NEO program should be proceduralized. This SOP can be developed from several sources, including the charter for the coordinating committee, the various subject matter experts involved from the several departments, and the agenda for the NEO program that has been approved by the various departments, with all the times, facilities, materials, and responsibilities clearly delineated.

CONCLUSION
This article has addressed several issues that emerge in the development of a NEO program for GXP compliance. New employee orientation is a critical step a new hire or transferred employee takes in an organization. This is a step on the path to reach his or her first performance review. The path itself is an early segment of the employment lifecycle, the comprehensive process every employee goes through from recruitment to separation. This article reviewed the employment lifecycle, and various features of a typical NEO program were treated. A scenario-based discussion of regulatory overlap was presented, as well as appropriate employee responses. This was followed by an episodic approach to the history of FDA. These episodes were employed as illustrations of the process of continuous improvement (i.e., identification of problems [deviations], investigation and root cause analysis, and remediations). Finally, several aspects of the organization of the NEO program were presented, including the necessity to coordinate the program across several departments.
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12. FDA, 21 CFR 58.81(c), “Standard Operating Procedures.” See also Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Principles of GLP, Geneva: OECD (1997), §7.2: “Each separate test facility unit or area should have immediately available current Standard Operating Procedures relevant to the activities being performed therein.” As Jürg Seiler has put it, “the distribution of SOPs is on the one hand governed by the requirement that the relevant SOPs should be immediately available at the workplace, and on the other hand, that work should be performed only according to approved and current SOPs,” Jürg P. Seiler, Good Laboratory Practice—the Why and the How, Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 2005, p. 248; see also p. 39.

13. The actual content of the SOPs will probably be better addressed in later training at the departmental or unit level.


20. As Carpenter and Sin, op. cit, p. 177 have put it “Had the sulfanilamide tragedy occurred at another time, when FDA regulation as the dominant alternative to the status quo was not advanced by bureaucratic leaders, the Act would either not have passed or would have taken a much different form.” Thus the tragedy was perhaps a necessary condition, but hardly sufficient, for the passage of the act.


ARTICLE ACRONYM LISTING
CGMP Current Good Manufacturing Practice
DEA Drug Enforcement Administration
DOT Department of Transportation
EDMS Electronic Document Management System
EHS Environmental, Health, and Safety
EPA Environmental Protection Agency
FDA US Food and Drug Administration
GLP Good Laboratory Practice
GMP Good Manufacturing Practice
HR Human Resources
MSDS Material Safety Data Sheets
NDA New Drug Application
NEO New Employee Orientation
OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration
SOPs Standard Operating Procedures
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